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One of the major projects In Canada's fusion programme is the Tokanak de
Varennes, a oedlutf sized Tokanak now under construction at the Instltut de
Recherche de VttyATO-Qu&bec at Varennes, Quebec.

The tokanak's major areas of study will include

- impurities studies
- material studies
- plasma w#ll interactions
- diverted plasmas and advanced diagnostics

and the project's scientific progracme has been tailored to contribute to
the world's fusion research programme as a whole.

Construction funding for the project was authorized in 1981 with
Hydro-Quebec and the National Research Council providing the bulk of the
funds; other contributions were made by the Instltut National de Recherche
Sclencifique (INRS), NSRC and the Universlte de Montreal. The design is
now essentially complete, major components are already ordered if not
delivered and construction is underway. First plasma is expected in early
1986.

The major parameters of the machine are:

- major radius of plasma 0.83 a
- minor radius of plasma 0.25 a
- toroidal field 1.5 T
- poloidal flux available (each way) 1 Wb
- coroidal field ripple at plasma edge 3Z
- pulse length, toroidal field 30 s
- pulse length, ohmic heating .5 to 1.0 seconds
- pulse train length 12 s
- time between pulse trains 15 rain
- plasma cuTrent 150 XA
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Later on when additional funding becomes available, high frequency current
drive and possibly a new vacuum vessel will be installed thus permitting
a pulse train length of up to 30 seconds.

The illustration shows the machine; it consists of a vacuum vessel, sixteen
toroidal field coils, twenty five poloidal field coils of which the
divertor and the horizontal position coils are located within the vacuum
vessel, the various support components, bus bars and vacuum pumps.
Equipment located within the vessel includes a liner, neutralizing plates
and getters for additional pumping.

This paper presents a brief overview of the project's scientific aims; it
then goes out to describe the machine proper and its various components,
with particular emphasis being given to those which presented the most
difficult design problems, the toroidal field coils and the deflector
coils.

The toroidal field coils have a current of 100 KA in each of four turns and
they are spliced in two places to allow machine assembly. The major
problem to resolve was that of the design of the upper inner bolted joint
and its fasteners, given the problems of high loads, high currents and very
limited space and access. Other toroidal field coil problems Included
finding a manufacturing process for the cooling water bores which would not
jeopardize the metallurgical properties of the copper and finding an
insulation system suitable for the loads and temperatures involved.

The divsrtor coils have a design current of 50,000 KA and they must be
protected by vacuum tight metallic sheaths whose maximum diameter must not
exceed 73 rams. The sheath's temperature oust be controlable (le water
cooled) and each sheath must have two vacuum tight insulating breaks in it
which prevent circulation of currents in the toroidal direction. The major
problems to resolve Included the design, assembly and insulation of the
conductors; the design of the insulating breaks and the design and assembly
of the sheaths.
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TOKAMAK DE VA«ENNES

FIGURE 1


